
• No Installation
• No Confi guration
• Flexible and Secure

Secure Access to Terminal Server,
VDI and Web Applications

ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT



the guest PC. Depending on the central pre-configuration, the 

application can either be stored on the guest PC for repeated use 

or deleted from the main memory upon exit.

The Right Software always at Hand
Depending on the requirements, an RDP client, a Citrix Receiver 

or a browser of the required version are loaded — if necessary 

also with pre-installed plugins. A browser of a predefined ver-

sion can be added for the access to web applications. This sim-

plifies both the development of the web application as it doesn’t 

have to be compatible with all common browsers and versions 

any longer and the support since browser incompatibilities are 

a thing of the past.

Protection Against Malware
Ordinary VPN accesses don’t only allow regular applications to 

The need for flexibility and mobility concerning working time 

and place is not necessarily in contraction with high IT securi-

ty requirements. A default VPN tunnel on unmanaged devices 

only offers insufficient protection. ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT 

protects the central IT infrastructure from potential malware 

on the guest PC and unsupervised access through access data 

 espionage - from any PC or Mac.

Access without Installation or Confi guration
ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT allows a highly secure access to 

Microsoft Terminal Server, Citrix and web applications. The soft-

ware is obtainable by link sent by e-mail or made available in a 

protected section on the company website. After the successful 

authentication, the required software is loaded and executed 

in a sandbox. The software requires no user-side installation or 

configuration. Therefore, no administrator rights are required on 

Use case of ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT

ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT allows the secure access to terminal server or virtual desktop infrastructures 
and web applications. Once loaded, it requires no installation or confi guration and leaves no exploitable 
trace on the guest device.

ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT
Ad-Hoc Access to Terminal Server, VDI and Web Applications

VPN client
Citrix Workspace App
RDP client
VNC client
Web Browser

2 factor authentication via
• App
• Token
• SMS

Application level VPN Application level VPN

Citrix Virtual Apps and 
Desktops

Microsoft Terminal Server
Web application

VPN gateway

Web server Application



strato.deprivate cloud applications securely. Thanks to the up-

stream VPN tunnel, web servers don’t have to be accessible by 

internet and are therefore no longer a target for hackers around 

the world. Instead, they remain protected in the company in-

tranet behind the firewall.

SSL VPN Client On Demand
A transparent VPN client can be enabled for specific applications 

and authorized users or user groups, for example in IT adminis-

tration or when using a local client software. After the one-time 

installation of a software component, the further use requires no 

additional installation measure.

Container for Applications and Documents
A special container feature allows to distribute centrally appli-

cations and documents to single users or user groups. It is thus 

possible to distribute virtualized programs which will be shown 

to the user automatically in the pull-down menu after deploy-

ment. This feature too is executed inside a sandbox. Instruction 

manuals or guidelines can be distributed in the same way.

Use of Local Resources
If explicitly authorized by the administrator, session data can be 

printed by a local printer or copied onto a local drive or an exter-

nal storage device. The corresponding rights can be set on the 

user, group or role level, for all or only for specific devices. Also, 

locally installed programs can be authorized to use the applica-

tion-based VPN tunnel and communicate via TCP/IP.

Licensing
ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT is available both as named user 

and concurrent user license. 

use the VPN tunnel, potential malware can use it too. To protect 

the infrastructure from attacks, ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT re-

lies on application level VPN technology. Thus, only authorized 

and digitally signed applications can use the VPN tunnel, where-

as potential malware on the end device can not. The use of the 

default HTTPS port also allows a connection via proxy.

Protection against Unauthorized Access
As a protection measure against unauthorized access to data 

and applications caused by access data espionage, ECOS VIRTU-

AL WEB CLIENT supports a 2 factor authentication by software 

token, OTP token or SMS. Based on the principle of “knowledge 

and possession“, the user needs a personal physical component 

such as a token or his smartphone in addition to his personal 

password. For software tokens, common apps supporting HOTP 

or TOTP can be used, for example Google Authenticator. One-

time passwords can alternatively be sent by SMS through an 

SMS gateway or an appropriate service provider.

Protection against Residual Files
ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT includes a sandbox that opens the 

VPN connection and within which all software is executed. This 

ensures that no exploitable traces such as connection parame-

ters or temporary data end up on the PC.

Protection against Manipulation
All components of the virtual web client are digitally signed as a 

protection measure against manipulation attempts by malware 

on the guest PC. The signature is verified both before the VPN 

connection is opened and during operations.

Secure Access to Cloud
ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT is the ideal solution to access  www.
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Central Management and VPN Gateway
ECOS VIRTUAL WEB CLIENT uses ECOS SYSTEM MANAGE-

MENT APPLIANCE as VPN gateway, authentication server and 

management console. The appliance allows the central adminis-

tration and updating of all accesses. It is thus possible to specify 

granularly which users or user groups have access to which des-

tination system, who is authorized to store data from a session 

into the data safe or any other approved device, and who is au-

thorized to print documents at home. The system management 

appliance can be coupled with Active Directory or other directo-

ry services to allow the synchronization of users and rights. Ad-

ditionally, the system management appliance offers a detailed 

reporting feature with a broad range of predefined reports and a 

report editor which allows to issue and store various evaluations.

ECOS SYSTEM MANAGEMENT APPLIANCE is a virtual appli-

ance and operable under VMware, Microsoft Hyper-V, Citrix 

apps and desktops, Oracle Virtualbox or Linux KVM.

Performance Overview

Characteristics

+ The use requires no installation, configuration or administrator rights.

+ VPN connection on application level; only usable by centrally 

approved applications

Applications
+ Application level VPN client, Citrix Workspace App,

Microsoft RDP client, VNC client

+ Integrated Firefox; optionally specific Firefox version with 

pre-installed plugins

+ Transparent VPN client for specific or all users (no user-side con-

figuration; requires the installation of a software component under 

administrator rights at first use)

+ Customer-specific applications implementable

Supported Destination Systems
+ Microsoft Terminal Server (from 2000 on, RDS, RD sharing),

Citrix Apps and Desktops or web servers

Administration
+ Profiles for access to various applications/servers on user,

group or role level

+ Use of local resources after release (local drives,

external USB storage devices, local printers)

+ Authorization assignment for external devices tied to manufacturer ID 

or serial number of the device

+ Central password policy

Compatibility
+ Connection to ECOS SYSTEM MANAGEMENT APPLIANCE through 

application level VPN

+ Automatic access via HTTPS proxy if necessary

+ Connection through freely selectable TCP port

+ For use under Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 and macOS

+ Software in English and German

Additional Features
+ Selecting the Target System, for distributed servers

+ Container feature for document and application distribution

Security
+ All software is executed within a sandbox

+ 2 factor authentication per token, software token or SMS

+ Application level VPN tunnel restrictable to digitally signed

applications, signature verification before VPN tunnel is established

Licensing
+ Named user or concurrent user


